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“The Internet is not
governed, it is coordinated”

— Interviewee
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Purpose

The overarching purpose of this thesis is to answer the
question “What kind of animal is the Internet, really?”

Phenomena or theory?
This study aims to capture the Internet in a broad
multi-faceted context. Rather than, for example, capture
the Internet from a specific epistemic background such as
management, economics, technology, philosophy, etc.



What is the Internet?
What do we have here?



The Internet?

(a) (b)



The Internet?

(a) (b)



The Internet?

(a) (b)
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Context

No accepted Internet definitions, and few attempts at
doing so. Conceptualizations fill the space from
black-boxed (management and information systems) to
cable-TV (technical assumptions in most economic and
policy literature).

Neither the United Nations (UN) nor International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) define the Internet or
officially coordinate with Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Number (ICANN) or Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF).
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Telecommunications overview
Change from state agency telecommunications (i.e. state
monopolies of phones, TV, radio etc) to international
(sometimes) private firms (as an example, Cowhey, 1990,
describes the changes.).

Literature streams up till today assume, at a general level,
adherence to law with focus on multilateral agreements
internationally and national regulatory authorities.

Some literature, for example DeNardis and Raymond
(2013), Mueller and Chango (2008), van Eeten and
Mueller (2012), note that the Internet does not seem to
follow regulation.
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My framing

Business ecologies (Olve et al., 2013; Westelius & Lindh, 2016),
coordination (Mintzberg, 1993; Thompson, 1967), organizing
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Meyer & Rowan, 1977),
international governance (Cowhey, 1990; Haas, 1992),
sociomateriality (W. J. Orlikowski, 1992; W. Orlikowski &
Iacono, 2001), alignment of organization and IT (Croteau &
Bergeron, 2001; Raymond et al., 1995), software design
(Dijkstra, 1982; Gamma et al., 1996; Martin et al., 2003), and
software implementation stories stories (Burns & Oppenheimer,
2016; Zaar, 2017).
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Contemporary perspectives

“The Internet is a collection of protocols.” (DeNardis,
2012)

“It is not meaningful to define the Internet” (discussion at
conference)

“Laws are followed in the end” (paraphrased from Mueller
and Chango, 2008, implying that ultimately the
technological nature of the Internet is not that important)
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Internet perspectives
It is perhaps also worth noting that AT&T and
its peers and their many transit customers do not
merely connect to the Internet; rather they are
the Internet. The Internet is not a single, huge
and over-arching network, but rather a collection
of networks that collectively comprise a worldwide
communications stratum. (Markus, 2006)

This is said in the context of the “Room 641A” controversies, i.e.
state mandated spying on the Internet and its users the National
Security Agency (NSA), i.e. leading up to the “Snowden revelations”.
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Internet perspectives
The Internet, a loosely-organized international
collaboration of autonomous, interconnected
networks, supports host-to-host communication
through voluntary adherence to open protocols
and procedures defined by Internet Standards
(Request for Comments (RFC)-2026 (Bradner,
1996))

“Global network based on IP-addressing” (Interviewee)

“The notion of a network [for digital communication]
governed [coordinated] by its users” (Interviewee)
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Defining the Internet

Minimal working definition

a set of protocols for digital end-to-end communication
affected by its users

Dimension Description

Coordination
Explicitly loose bottom up with focus
on empirically motivated decisions.

Technology End-to-end best effort digital
communication.
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Comparison of Internet Coordination views
Explicit

Yes No

C
oo

rd
in

at
io

n Ye
s My thesis...

Zittrain (2008),
DeNardis (2012), and
van Eeten and Mueller

(2012)

N
o The ITU and

the UN

Economides and
Hermalin (2012) and
Cheng et al. (2011)

“You can take the Internet out of coordination, but you cannot
take the coordination out of the Internet” (my argument)



“Do not confuse the
Internet with
telecommunications”

— Interviewee [paraphrased]
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How is the Internet coordinated?

The Internet is not governed in the traditional sense,
rather coordinated through (implicit) multi-stakeholder
structures.

Today the Least Common Internet is coordinated in part
at IETF (ex Internet Standards, Requests for Comments
etc) and ICANN (unique identifiers).

The coordination structures of the Internet have traits
similar to design principles for software design and
engineering.



Design principle Technical Internet design

“Low coupling,
high cohesion”

The Internet is layered into independent layers (low coupling), and layers
are tasked with one thing only (high cohesion). Such as routing (IP and
BGP), transmission control (TCP) and translating names (DNS) are in

different layers.

Program to an
’interface’, not

an ’implementa-
tion’

As an example, DNS is not dependent on implementations of either TCP,
UDP, IP or similar, but rather on the concept of best-effort packet delivery.

Composition
over inheritance

Protocols are divided up into functional bodies, as such routing is
separated from delivery and flow control (such as TCP). The opposite

would entail bigger protocols, such as the Bluetooth stack with its large
monolithic profiles.

Single
responsibility

principle

Protocols should only have one reason to change, such as HTTP changing
when new means of transferring hypertext are required.

Open closed
principle

Protocols should where applicable be extensible, such that the user of the
protocol can extend it.

Liskov
substitution

principle
As an example, TCP is designed in such a way that it works with both

IPv4 and IPv6.

Interface
segregation

principle

Protocol specifications are small and only expose needed functionality for
specific tasks. Such as separating the DNS specification into multiple

parts, such as concepts (RFC-1034, Mockapetris, 1987a) and
implementation (RFC-1035, Mockapetris, 1987b).

Dependency
inversion
principle

Protocols are in general not dependent on inner workings of other
protocols but rather rely on their descriptions at a conceptual level. A

notable exception is IP and ICMP which are intertwined.



Design principle Organizing Internet design

“Low coupling,
high cohesion”

The Internet originally had two entities in need of coordination specific to
the Internet, Internet Standards and unique identifiers, separated into two
arenas (ISOC and IANA) with a minimum of coordination. Also note that
the infrastructure and network operators are separate from both IETF and

ICANN.

Program to an
’interface’, not

an ’implementa-
tion’

See above, ICANN and IETF depend on descriptions of what the other
does rather than how it does it.

In practical terms infrastructure and network operators do not depend on
the implementations of each other, and rather assume that all other

infrastructure and network operators (and ASs) follow Internet Standards.

Composition
over inheritance

One the one hand, IETF has working groups, areas, arenas and so forth to
spread out rather than concentrate function. One the other hand, my
empirical material shows that ICANN is rather consolidating itself with

how the EC is practically run.

Single
responsibility

principle

Requirements for changing standards go through the IETF, requirements
for different naming and numbering policies go through ICANN (and the

EC), changing customer requirements go to Internet-access providers, etc.

Open closed
principle

Internet-access providers can extend their services, such as triple-play, and
long as that agreed on values are upheld.

Liskov
substitution

principle

All interested parties have the possibility of participating in IETF and
ICANN processes (given funds and time). Regardless of type of party.

Interface
segregation

principle

IETF is separating and segregating functionality into areas and working
groups. ICANN does not adhere to the principle in the same way, but

rather has a quite monolithic EC process compared to the IETF.

Dependency
inversion
principle

Infrastructure and network operators, ISOC, ICANN etc do not have to
rely on each others internal processes, but rather rely on description of
what they are supposed to do. Thus they can change implementation

independently.
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ICANN vs ITU

Competing ideologies for organizing unique identifiers for
digital communications networks. DONA and DOA vs
current ICANN, IANA and DNS.

System ICANN/DNS DONA/DOA
Governance “multi-stakeholder” ITU
Naming ICANN via IANA DONA
Technology DNS DOA



“Do not assume that the
Internet as we know it will
be around five years from
now”

— Interviewee
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Prevalent perspectives of the Internet

I suggest two perspectives to make sense of different
notions of organizing digital communications networks.
The perspectives represent extremes to illustrate the
spectrum of ideas.

The distributed perspective describes a network which
optimize on change of the network itself (and indirectly
the use of the network). In contrast the integrative
perspective describes a network which optimize on the
actors of the network itself.



Topic Distributed perspective Integrative perspective

ISP
An actor selling Internet access to
end-users and buys capacity from

network capacity wholesalers.

Typically one of the many roles of a
cable and network company.

last-mile It should work, but not that
particularly interesting.

An opportunity for n-sided markets.
The last-mile owner and operator has
a right to capture value from traffic

flowing on the last-mile.

the Internet
The notion of a bottom-up governed

digital network without central
power.

A telecommunications service.

congestion A natural part of a distributed and
interconnected network.

A last-mile phenomenon, for example
when many customers watch Netflix

or YouTube at the same time.

ICANN

A stiff and formal organization which
preferably should follow the tao of

the IETF with fewer kings and more
consensus.

A rogue organization without
regulatory oversight. Naming and

numbering should be a multi-lateral
issue.

packet
delivery best effort agreed on through service level

agreements

jurisdictions weird nation state constructions the law

network
security

each network operator secures
internal equipment (possibly

coordinated “somewhere else”)
part of the grand plan

trust You cannot trust the Internet,
encrypt important traffic at the edge

It depends on your service level
agreement



Technology, bureaucracy and markets

Influence

Distributed
perspective

Integrated
perspective

• contract
• agreement
• service
• jurisdiction
• accountability
• etc...

• best-effort
• plan for change
• separation of
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• “go fast and
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• “running code

and consensus”
• etc ... Bureau-
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Markets
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Case (a) Technology (b) Bureaucracy (c) Market

Geo-IP

Problematic since there
is no technical

connection from the
technical identifier (i.e.
the IP address) to the

location or jurisdiction of
the device using the IP
(proxying, multihoming

and tunneling??).

Laws and regulations
should be applicable at
IP level, as such geo-IP
services and similar are
of use for determining
whether a current user
should have access to,
for example, a welfare

service.

As long as it serves a
market purpose, which

might be to follow
regulation, or perhaps
allows for more precise
information about the
end-user which allows

more precise
advertisements.

ICANN

Too formal and looks
too much like a political

youth organization
where careers are made,

ideas and not votes
should matter.

Too loose an
organization, should

rather be a part of the
ITU or UN.

Markets can lobby both
towards private

non-profits international
treaty organizations, as

such the current
situation or an

international treaty
solution is not that

important.

PIR

The current situation at
ISOC is problematic

since it might give the
IETF a penchant for

DNS over other
suggested protocols for

managing naming.

Registries of public
interest should be in the
public domain, as such

the ISOC as a non-profit
is better than in the
hands of a for-profit
venture capital firm.

Owning a TLD is a
business interest, as such

a venture capital firm
owning the dot-org TLD
is not an issues as long

as the deal was made on
market terms.



Case (a) Technology (b) Bureaucracy (c) Market

IoT

A dangerous term, since
IoT bundles the Internet

with use, and the
intention of the Internet

is a use agnostic
network.

It makes sense to use
differentiate individuals,
organizations and things
using the Internet and
the markets used. As

such IoT is an
opportunity for

regulation (cf. Weber,
2011).

An opportunity for
setting a new agenda for
the rules of engagement

for value capture and
market shape for a new
service on the Internet.

Cellular

Problematic that use
and service is tied to

infrastructure (i.e.
spectrum allocation),
should be separated.

Contractually meaningful
coupling between

spectrum allocation and
service offering.

Virtual monopolies
created by state

sanctioned auctions
make sense for large
for-profit ventures.
Barriers of entry.

IXPs

Who actually own and
operates an IXP-function

is not important, it is,
however, important that
agreed on standards are

followed.

Important functions such
as IXPs should perhaps

be placed in public
institutions, or at least
under heavy regulation.

The IXP function is just
a wholesaler for

Internet-access to ISPs,
as such it should be
handled at market

conditions to keep rates
as low as possible.



“If you trust the Internet
you are doing it wrong”

— Interviewee
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Example: net neutrality
Net neutrality should be a market consequence rather than a
regulatory reality according to Internet design principles.

Net neutrality is in practice a set of norms requiring the
participating networks to only capture value on traffic
dimension, rather than (for example) traffic value.

The situation
The Internet has never been completely neutral!

Suggested definition

traffic perceived as de facto treated according to agreed
standard absent potential harm to networks or their users
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Example: the Internet and society

It is often suggested that the Internet “can learn” from
other technological innovations in society, for example
postal services or transport infrastructure. I suggest the
opposite, that the Internet has gone “further”, and postal
services and transport infrastructure (coordination or
governance) can rather learn from Internet Coordination.

I suggest that the Internet as meaningfully seen as a
catalyst or enabler of digitization of societies. Much like
money (as debt / coinage / etc) is an enabler of markets.
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The elevator pitch
The Internet is meaningfully definable. The Internet is coordinated,
rather than governed. There are those who want to control the
Internet.

Traditional telecommunications networks, such as cellular and
cable-TV, follow different design principles and different design ideals
than the Internet. Most notably by coordination, specifically
bottom-up vs multilateral agreements between nation states and
meaning of jurisdictions. Future implementations, such as IoT, will
depend on defining logic of the network (net neutrality, stupid
network, etc).

The Internet is built on the idea of the stupid network, where value is
created at the edge of the network and the network itself has very
limited means of capturing value.



“Internet är bara en fluga”
— (supposedly) Ines Uusmann

former Swedish secretary of communications and IT



Source Nr of AS Comment

Economides and
Hermalin (2012) 1 Does not include peering, i.e.

one ISP is the entire network.

Choi et al. (2015) 2
The model includes peering

between two networks for content
delivery.

www.dn.se with
adblocker 19

Visiting a news site and reading
two articles requires almost
twenty networks even when

blocking content such as ads and
spam very aggressively.

www.dn.se without
adblocker 67

Reading two articles as intended
required almost seventy networks,
i.e. no ad-blocking in browser nor

DNS blocking of potentially
malicious hosts.

Weekly use ≈1500
My ballpark weekly usage at

home.

All assigned AS >64 000
More than 64 000 ASN are

allocated, although there is no
listing of AS as ISP or IXP.

Routing relevant
entities >1 100 000

The Internet according to
BGP-announcements as captured

by RIPE in Amsterdam.

www.dn.se
www.dn.se


Fredrik Lindeberg
flindeberg@eskaduren.se

www.liu.se
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